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Abstract—System splitting problem (SS problem) is to determine proper splitting points (or called splitting strategies) to
split the entire interconnected transmission network into islands
ensuring generation/load balance and satisfaction of transmission capacity constraints when islanding operation of system is
unavoidable. For a large-scale power system, its SS problem is
very complicated in general because a combinatorial explosion
of strategy space happens. This paper mainly studies how to find
proper splitting strategies of large-scale power systems using an
OBDD-based three-phase method. Then, a time-based layered
structure of the problem solving process is introduced to make
this method more practical. Simulation results on IEEE 30- and
118-bus networks show that by this method, proper splitting
strategies can be given quickly. Further analyses indicate that this
method is effective for larger-scale power systems.
Index Terms—Graph theory, islanding operation, ordered binary decision diagrams, power system protection, splitting strategies, system splitting.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

OR a power system, some serious disturbances may trigger
growing oscillations, which lead to loss of synchronization between groups of generators and possibly blackouts. Normally system islanding may automatically happen after some
transmission lines are tripped by local relays, but unbalanced
electrical islands are often produced. Thus proper load shedding and generator tripping must be performed simultaneously.
Fatally, if automatic system islanding only by local relays produces islands with excessive electrical unbalance (e.g., some islands are mainly made up of generators and, by contraries, the
others almost have no generator but loads, then blackout of the
entire system is almost inevitable). System splitting, also known
as controlled system separation, is that dispatching center actively split the whole transmission network into two or several
islands by tripping properly selected lines. After system splitting, the whole power system is under intentional islanding operation and each island of load and generation theoretically remains in balance. Thus, “although the power system is operating in an abnormal degraded state, customers are continuing
to be served” [7]. The studies of historic blackouts or outages
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[13]–[17] show the following two points: most blackouts arise
in the incorrect operations of local relays that lead to islands
with excessive electrical unbalance; if proper system splitting
had been performed in time, many blackouts would have been
avoided. So active and viable system splitting can efficiently
avoid blackout of the entire power system and is ordinarily better
than passive system islanding. Recent studies mainly aim at preventing system collapse and passive islanding [10], [15]–[18],
detecting islanding and determining asynchronous groups of
generators [4], [5], [8], dynamic analysis and stabilization control of the sub-system in each island (called “island system”
below) [6]–[9], ameliorating functions and operation schemes
of relays [9], [18], etc. But splitting strategies for how to split
the whole system into islands, or in other words, which lines
should be tripped, are seldom studied.
System splitting problem (SS problem) is just to determine
proper splitting strategies that ensure synchronization of generators and satisfaction of “equality” and “inequality” constraints
[12] in each island. It must be explained that after splitting only
steady state stability of each island system is considered here,
and in fact proper splitting strategies give necessary conditions
of successful system splitting. That is based on the following
two considerations: first, the decision of splitting should be
given online (in an exceeding short time, perhaps several seconds), and hence, only the most important conditions against
collapse of the entire system are considered here; second, any
splitting strategies not satisfying these necessary conditions
(even steady states are not stable) have no possibility to lead
to successful system splitting; third, after system splitting
according to a proper splitting strategy, available stabilization
measures (e.g., island automatic-generation-control (AGC)
function [7], etc., can make each island system operate normally. Moreover, the studies about how to find the splitting
strategies satisfying those necessary conditions are lacking. In
fact, the SS problem of a large-scale power system is generally
very complicated because a combinatorial explosion of its
strategy space is unavoidable. For example, for IEEE 118-bus
network with 186 lines, there are altogether
possible choices for system splitting. Its strategy space is too
huge. Moreover, it is necessary to guarantee both speediness
and correctness in determining the final splitting strategy to
avoid collapse. A two-phase method based on ordered binary
decision diagrams (OBDDs) [1], [2] to search for proper
splitting strategies for not-too-large power systems is proposed
in [3]. The method can search the whole strategy space using
highly efficient OBDD-based algorithm in the first phase
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and then give all proper splitting strategies in existence by
power-flow analysis in the second phase. That demonstrates
OBDD-based methods are feasible in solving SS problems.
This paper studies SS problems of large-scale power systems
and uses an OBDD-based three-phase method to search for
proper splitting strategies. In Phase-1 of this method, a much
simpler reduced network of the original power network is
constructed by graph theory and the properties of SS problem
itself. Then the verification algorithms based on OBDDs can
efficiently narrow down the strategy space and can give enough
splitting strategies satisfying “equality” constraints in Phase-2.
In Phase-3, power-flow calculations are made to check if those
strategies satisfy “inequality” constraints, and final optional
proper splitting strategies will be given. Some concurrent technologies are applied in this method to speed up strategy search.
Moreover, based this three-phase method, the assignment of
offline and online tasks in solving SS problem is studied and
a time-based layered structure of problem solving process
is proposed, which can make this method more practical for
large-scale power systems. Simulation results and further
analyzes show that the method in this paper can efficiently find
proper splitting strategies for large-scale power systems and
make online strategy search realizable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces SS problem and OBDD representation. In Section III, how
to solve SS problem by an OBDD-based three-phase method
is introduced and then a time-based layered structure for the
problem solving process is proposed. In Section IV, the method
is applied to the IEEE 30- and 118-bus test network to demonstrate its performance; Section V provides some concluding remarks finally.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. SS Problem and BP Problem
SS problem is to find the splitting strategies (called proper
splitting strategies in this paper) that make the following three
kinds of constraints satisfied after system splitting.
SSC: The whole power network is split into islands; generators in each island are synchronous approximately.
PBC: In each island, generation and load are balanced approximately. (Equality constraints)
RLC: Transmission lines and other transmission services
must not be loaded above their transmission capacity
limits (e.g., thermal capacity limits and steady state
stability limits). (Inequality constraints).
Ensuring satisfaction of SSC, PBC and RLC is the most basic
condition for successful system splitting. Typically, we only
consider the case of splitting a power network into two islands
in this paper. It is easy to extend the method in this paper to
other cases. A subproblem of SS problem, BP problem, is given
below, which has been proved NP-complete[3]. Hence, it follows that SS problem is NP-hard.
Balanced partition problem (BP problem):
Given an undirected, connected and node-weighted graph
, two subsets
,
of
and a positive
(denoted by
) to
constant , search for a subset of
into two connected sub-graphs
and
split
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such that
,
following constraint (PBC) are satisfied:
and

(SSC) and the

(1)

is the graph theory representation of a power
Here,
is the weight of ,
network (called “graph-model” in [3]);
which can be calculated by the following equation:
(2)
is the injected complex generator power and
is
where
, which is allowable power
the complex load power at bus
balance error limit, reflects the maximum acceptable unbalance
of power in each island. In fact, some transmission lines do
not react on system splitting but they may be cut off only to
contains a cut set (minimal
avoid violating RLC. Therefore,
edge set to separate a graph) of , but it is not necessary to
be a cut set. Moreover, in practical power network, local reactive power compensators can compensate reactive power for unbalance, and after system splitting real power balance and real
power-flow in each island are more important. So we only consider real power balance here and (2) changes into (3). Thus,
is a real number
(3)
B. OBDD Representation
An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) [1], [2] is a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of a Boolean expression. Generally, it is exponentially more compact than its
corresponding truth table representation. In order to guarantee
that equivalent Boolean expressions are uniquely represented,
OBDDs are customarily requested to be reduced OBDDs [1].
There are many efficient algorithms to perform all kinds of logic
operations on OBDD’s. It is well-known that the problem satisfiability of Boolean expressions is NP-complete [19], but for
, denoted
,
the OBDD of a Boolean function
, where
the time complexity of checking its satisfiability is
is the number of variables. So once the OBDD of a Boolean
function is built, its satisfiability will be verified in polynomial
time. In addition, the choice of variable ordering of
can have a significant impact on the size of its OBDD. A person
with some understanding of the problem domain can generally choose an appropriate variable ordering without difficulty
to build an OBDD in acceptable size (generally, in polynomial
size). Furthermore, if binary encoding is applied, an arbitrary
can be expressed by an OBDD vector, deinteger variable
, whose each OBDD element represents one binoted
nary bit of that integer variable. Consequently, any algebraic
expression only including integers and integer variables can be
represented by OBDD’s. In practice, many BDD software packages [26]–[30] provide algorithms of OBDD vectors.
Since BP problem is NP-complete and contains a large
number of decision variables corresponding to transmission
lines in a power network, so it is reasonable to believe that
a good representation (or data structure) for BP problem can
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effectively improve solving efficiency. OBDD is just one of
such good representations, whose powers have been shown
by large industry examples [2], [21]–[24]. One of the most
powerful applications of OBDDs is symbolic model checking
[24] used to formally verify digital circuits and other finite
state systems. All these practical examples show that, for
symbolic verification problems or satisfiability checking
problems, whose variables generally belong to infinite sets,
especially integer or Boolean variables, OBDD presentation is
very efficient. We summarize below the main advantages of
OBDD-based methods to SS problem or BP problem
1) BP problem is a typical satisfiability checking problem
and can be easily represented by OBDDs.
2) OBDD-based searching algorithms can perform the
search of whole searching space; hence, they are essentially different from many stochastic searching methods
[e.g., genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing, etc.,
which may fail to find only one solution]. However,
once the OBDD of a resoluble problem is built, all of its
solutions will be found in quite short time. That is a very
important advantage to SS problem.
3) OBDD representation provides a systematic way to explore the structural information of a complex problem. A
typical illustration is that selecting reasonable variable ordering can significantly reduce the combinatorial explosion of searching space. So the structural characters of
BP problem (e.g., the topological characteristics of power
network), should be adequately applied to select a reasonable variable ordering.
4) Building OBDDs by stages is supported. In order to build
the OBDD of a complex real-time decision problem, we
firstly partition the original problem into several subproblems and then build respective OBDDs in different time.
For example, OBDDs of some subproblems are changeless; hence, they can be built offline. Thus online tasks
are effectively reduced. Finally, all OBDDs built in different times can be quickly combined into one OBDD by
APPLY operations of OBDDs [1].
III. SOLVING SYSTEM SPLITTING PROBLEM
A. An OBDD-Based Three-Phase Method for SS Problem
In order to solve SS problems for large-scale power systems,
an OBDD-based three-phase method is introduced in this section, which is adapted from the two-phase method in [3]. Its
three phases are followed
Phase-1: Initialize parameters (e.g., ); reduce the original
complex power network by graph theory and properties of
power network itself.
Phase-2: Solve BP problem of the reduced network, or in
other words, search for all strategies satisfying SSC and
PBC by OBDD-based search algorithms. If BP problem
has no solution, then go back to Phase-1 (change initial
parameters, relax some constraints and modify the reduced
network).
Phase-3: Check RLC of these strategies by power-flow calculations. If some strategies satisfy RLC, then give them as

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the three-phase method and the reduction process of
searching space.

optional proper splitting strategies. Otherwise go back to
Phase-1.
The main idea of this method is reducing strategy space by
phases unto a set including proper splitting strategies. The aim
of Phase-1 is to simplify the original complex network to a
more manageable network; Phase-2 and Phase-3, which are
respectively adapted from the two phases of that two-phase
method, become more efficient since some concurrent technologies are applied in solving BP problem and power-flow
calculations. The flowchart of this three-phase method and
the reduction process of strategy space are shown in Fig. 1. In
addition, it must be pointed out that because of the hugeness
of strategy space of a large-scale power network, there are, in
general, enough proper splitting strategies satisfying SSC, PBC
and RLC. However, when a power system needs system splitting imminently, only one feasible and safe splitting strategy
is enough. So it is not necessary to find all proper splitting
strategies in strategy space. In fact, in order to accelerate the
searching process, the action of Phase-1 is to reduce searching
range of strategy space to a smaller region called “searching
space” (the ellipse in Fig. 1), which discards some proper
splitting strategies but still contains enough proper splitting
strategies. Of course, for a small-scale power system, Phase-1
is not necessary and can be omitted. However, for a power
system much larger than IEEE 30-bus system, the function of
Phase-1 is very remarkable. Thus, Phase-2 and Phase-3 are
both carried out in searching space and, as shown in Fig. 1, their
results are intersections of the ellipse and respective rectangles.
How to find proper splitting strategies by this three-phase
method and the function of each phase will be detailed in the
following Sections III-C and D.
B. Phase-1: Simplifying Original Power Network
The complexity of BP problem highly depends on the size of
power network especially the number of edges in , which is
also equal to the number of decision variables in system splitting. Therefore, we should attempt to simplify original power
network by graph theory and properties of power network itself.
and
In the rest of this paper, we respectively use
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Fig. 2. Node v can be removed.

Fig. 5. An example of “edges can be cut off.”
Fig. 3. Nodes v and v can be merged.

Fig. 4. Edge e

can be cut off.

to denote the graph-models of original power
and
are just the
network and its reduced power network.
solutions of their BP problems, respectively. Then we present
two kinds of effective simplification methods called SM-1 and
SM-2.
1) SM-1: Reducing Irrelevant Nodes and Edges: There are
three kinds of typical cases that can be simplified in most power
networks, which will be given below by graph-model. In the
following three figures, the weight of each node is given nearby,
and the meanings of broken lines will be explained, respectively.
a) Nodes can be removed: In Fig. 2, the nodes connected
with broken lines may be terminals or connected with
other subgraphs by arbitrary number of edges. As shown
, it is generally unimportant
in Fig. 2(a), since
and
is cut off in system
to differentiate which of
splitting. So the nodes like may be removed as shown
or ). Thus, the
in Fig. 2(b) (in fact, combined with
elements of and all subtract 1.
b) Two nodes can be merged: Broken lines in Fig. 3 denote
the same as a). In this paper, we do not consider the case of
islanding only one node from network (called plant sepin Fig. 3(a)]. Thus,
aration [4], [11]), [e.g., islanding
and
may be merged into a new node with weight
as shown in Fig. 3(b), and the elements of and
all subtract 1.
c) Edges can be cut off: In Fig. 4, the thin broken lines connected with or denote the same as ) but they cannot
is an isolated subgraph (perhaps
both denote 0 edge.
has no node). The thick broken line connecting (or )
denotes an arbitrary nonzero number of edges.
with
The simplest case of Fig. 4(a) is that and are directly
connected by two edges. If (4) is satisfied, it is impossible
. Thus, it is obvious that cutting off
is a
to island
from . So
is
necessary condition of separating
and
are connected
redundant in deciding whether
and may be removed before solving BP problem. For in,
,
and either of
and
stance, in Fig. 5,

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.

IEEE 30-bus network.

may be cut off after simplification if their (4)’s are satisfied
(4)
In practice, the three measures of SM-1 should be applied repeatedly till the above three cases are not existent any longer.
Assume that in graph-model black dots denote load nodes (only
connected with loads), white dots denote generator nodes (connected with at least one generator and perhaps together with associated loads) and gray dots denote the nodes with weight 0. As
shown in Fig. 6, if we simplify IEEE 30-bus network by SM-1,
is given in Fig. 6(b) [the number of nodes is reduced from
its
30 to 23 and the number of edges is reduced from 41 to 26].
2) SM-2: Combining Nodes by Area: SM-1 is often not
efficient enough to simplify a large-scale power network
for Phase-2. So SM-2 is needful before performing SM-1.
This simplification method is proposed based the following
consideration: the lines tripped in system separation belong to
transmission network not distribution network and, generally,
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have higher voltage ratings, or in other words, a great number
of lines absolutely should not be considered in system splitting.
For example, it is unrealistic to consider whether the lines of a
school should be cut off in the city’s power system separation.
areas by their
For this reason, we divide all nodes of into
voltage ratings or their own geographic areas. For example, if
we split the whole power system of a country, these areas can
be decided by provinces or regions. Treat adjoining nodes in
an area as a whole and combine them to make an equivalent
new node, whose weight is equal to the sum of the weights of
all nodes in this area. The new node is a generator node if this
area includes at least one generator node. Only hold one edge
-node new graph is
for every two connected areas. Then, a
produced.
In the partition of areas, if we request that real-power load
of every pure load area (without generators) does not exceed a
, the following approxireasonable upper limit, denoted
and
. Obviously,
mate approach is useful to estimate
is directly connected with and should make the frequency offset of each island system no more than the prescrip. The integrality of each island
tive frequency offset limit
system and the reliability of power supply are most important.
So comparing with normal power systems, a little larger
(e.g., 1–2 Hz) in each island system is allowable. Assume that
the ability of real-power generation of each island system is reand rating frequency
Hz.
quested larger than
From speed-power curve, the regulation constant [12], denoted
, of every island system satisfies
(Hz/MW)
where constant

–

Fig. 7.

Graph-model of a five-bus power system.

we can highly simplify the SS problem of a large-scale power
system and make it possible to find proper splitting strategies.
C. Phase-2: Solving BP Problem
A representation of BP problem in propositions can be
found in [3]. For the convenience of building the OBDD of
BP problem, Boolean function representation is applied here.
We first present SSC and PBC in Boolean functions. Then,
their OBDDs are built, respectively. Finally, the two OBDDs
are combined to make the OBDD of BP problem by APPLY
operation “AND” [1]

(7)

(5)

. Approximately we have
(6)

is the upper limit of . For the sake of large enough
where
should not much larger
searching space after Phase-1,
. For example, we may prescript
. Fithen
can be determined by
.
nally,
In addition, SM-1 should be performed after SM-2. It should
be noted that the nodes like in Fig. 3 should not appear after
SM-2 because they will certainly be merged into adjacent nodes
after performing SM-1 and possibly the weights of some merged
. Finally, a reduced network
is pronodes will exceed
edges.
duced. We assume that it has nodes and
The significance of Phase-1 must be emphasized, however
large the original power network is, as long as it is simplified to
in Phase-1, Phase-2 will only face
a simple enough network
and solve its BP problem. So
and
should not be too
large. For example, by the computer resources similar to that
and
are recomof the simulations below,
mended. Moreover, we must point out: first, the performance of
our method is mainly determined by the magnitudes of final
and , and in which way all nodes in are divided into
areas is relatively not important; second, how many nodes one
area can contain is not confined. In fact, we may regard a city’s
or a province’s power system as one area, which generally contains thousands of nodes. In conclusion, with the aid of Phase-1,

to denote the adjacency matrix of the -node
We use
given by Phase-1. The elereduced network
and
of
are the same Boolean variable,
ments
), if there is a edge
;
denoted (here assume that
. For example, the
of a
otherwise
five-bus power system shown in Fig. 7 is given as (7). In fact,
(or 1) is just to decide whether
.
to decide
is to decide all
Consequently, to solve the BP problem of
Boolean variables . If we, respectively, use “AND” and “OR”
as Boolean multiplication and addition operators, denoted “ ”
(often omitted) and “ ,” then it is easy to draw the following
conclusions from Boolean matrix theory [20].
is a polynomial with “ ” and “ ,” if
1) Element
from
to
in
; otherthere is a path of length
. Dually, all paths of length
from
wise,
to in
determine and are determined by
.
2) If we define
(8)
where is the longest path in and is identity matrix
can deter(1 on the diagonal and 0 elsewhere), then
mine the connection of arbitrary two nodes after arbitrary
unknown graph partition.
For instance, considering of the above five-bus power system
and all the paths from to in Fig. 7, we have
(9)
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where
,
, and
, respectively, corre,
, and
. If the
spond with paths
and
,
system is split into two islands by cutting off
will be interdicted. It follows that
then path
, which can also be obtained by setting
and
in (9). For the convenience of expression,
we define the following three sets of serial numbers:
and
(10)
contains the serial numbers of all generator nodes. Let
denote the total number of generator nodes. Select arbitrary two
and
. Then, SSC can be expressed as
elements

(11)
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In fact we only need calculate the -th and -th rows (or
from (12) and (15). The Boolean
columns) of elements in
function representation of PBC can be obtained by the following
two approaches
1) Solve the following equation group about Boolean vari(
or ,
). Write its solution in
ables
the form of Boolean expression with “ ” and “ .” Then,
the Boolean function representation of PBC can be obtained [see equation (16) at the bottom of the page].
2) Binary encoding is applied. First, we represent
and
by binary codes. Thus they must
and
be replaced by integers
together, where “ ” (called “ceil operation”)
obtains the nearest integer larger than a real number and
is a big enough integer to decrease rounding errors. In
order to reduce the binary bits used in encoding, denoted
, we apply modular arithmetic to represent all integers
. Thus, any
(including negative integers) by
. Since
must be
integer is replaced by
finally,
can be selected by (17)
separated from

where “ ” denotes “EXCLUSION-OR” operator. It is easy to
know that, in (11), the first multiplier factor is redundant since
the final multiplier factor exists. So SSC can be reduced to

(12)
Obviously, SSC is a Boolean function of all , which corre. Given a proposition ,
spond to all edges in
we define
if is true
otherwise.

(13)

(17)

Second, the integer operations in (14) are translated into
equivalent logic operations. For example, consider a common
, where , and
example of addition operations:
are all integers less than 8. Assuming that the 3-b binary
and
are
,
, and
encoding strings of ,
, we have
(18)
There is the following relationship:

Then, PBC can be expressed as

where
and

(14)

(19)
is the -th row of
and
where
is the weight vector of nodes. Assuming that SSC is satisfied,
PBC can be simplified as

(15)

Then the Boolean function representation of PBC can be obtained easily. In fact, many BDD software packages support
OBDD vector representation. They can encode any integer expressions and build their OBDD’s by similar approaches. Given
and a variable ordering, most of them can directly build
D(PBC) from (14) or (15).
As an illustration, consider the five-bus power system shown
,
,
,
in Fig. 7. Assume that
,
,
,
, and
.

(16)
or

(

or

).
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Phase-1 is omitted. Selecting
from (12),

and

, we have (20)

(20)
,

where
,

,
and
. From (15), we have

(21)
First, apply the first approach and solve equation group (22)
(22)
and
It follows that the only solution is
, and
. So we have

or
,

Fig. 8.

D(BP) of five-bus power system.

,
(23)

, then
Then, apply the second approach. If we select
from (17). Let
. Applying modular arithmetic,
we have

Thus, we can rewrite PBC as

(24)
From (24) and (19), we can obtain the same result as (23). For
most detailed informations about binary encoding, see [2].
In order to yield compact OBDDs in representing SSC and
PBC, we give the following approach to decide the variable ordering of , which can be referred to as a breadth-first ordering.
1) Renumber all nodes
a) Remove the original numbers of all nodes. Number
by their locations
all generator nodes from 1 to
and
.
in network. Let
b) If there is an unnumbered node connected with ,
; else
.
then number it and let
, then turn to 2); else perform b) again.
If
and order all
2) Define
according to the increase ordering of their
.
Variable orderings selected by this approach consider the
, so they are more efficient than
structural information of

random orderings generally. Then, D(SSC) and D(PBC) can be
easily built by BDD software packages. Finally, the APPLY
operation “AND” can quickly merge them into D(BP)
(25)
can be obtained by
Then, a solution of BP problem
“satisfy-one” procedure. We even can obtain all solutions or the
number of solutions by “satisfy-all” and “satisfy-count” procedures. They can be implemented by BDD software packages
and their original algorithms can be found in [1]. For instance,
considering that five-bus power system and selecting variable
, we can construct
ordering
its D(BP), as shown in Fig. 8.
variables, any path that passes different
In D(BP) with
variable nodes from root node to “1”-node corresponds to
solutions of BP problem. For Fig. 8, all four solutions
( ’s) can be obtained from corresponding paths
,
, and
;
;
.
is only used in Phase-2. From
It must be noticed that the
, corresponding
’s (generally, more than one) must
every
be yielded before Phase-3 starts. How to obtain them is dismust contain a cut set of
cussed below. It is obvious that
. Thus, the edges in whose corresponding edges in
be. For example, in Fig. 2,
long to that cut set must belong to
, either of
and
belongs to
. In practical
if
terms, some transmission lines not reacting on system splitting
may still be cut off only to avoid violating RLC. Accordingly,
as long as cutting off them will not
any edges may belong to
and . Assume that
create other isolated subgraphs except
splits
into
and
. For
convenience, we apply the following two guidelines in the simfrom every
: if an edge
ulations below to get only one
, then its corresponding edges in belong to
;
belongs to
belongs to
if the corresponding nodes of
in , an edge
and in
, respectively, belong to
and
; the other
.
edges does not belong to
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D. Phase-3: Power-Flow Calculations
given by Phase-2, power-flow calIn this phase, for every
(all island systems) and then
culation is carried out on
the power in each transmission line is obtained. Typically, we
only consider the transmission line capacity limits in RLC. In
order to speed up power-flow calculations to give proper splitting strategies in time and avoid passive collapse of system, high
accuracy of the calculation is not necessary in Phase-3. Moreover, since we only consider real power balance in system splitting, a fast power-flow calculation method DC power-flow is
applied here. Given real powers of all buses, which are equal
in and can be obtained from load foreto
casting data, we can calculate the real power in each line (de) by solving a group of linear equations. Normally, its
noted
calculation errors are in 3%–10%. In order to ensure satisfaction of RLC, those errors must be considered. An efficient measure is to strengthen the steady security limits of transmission
) to ensure certain margin of safety. For
lines (denoted
. Thus,
example, we may set a safety coefficient
given by Phase-3 is a proper splitting strategy if, for
an
. Furthermore, in order to shorten the
every ,
time for Phase-3, concurrent calculations should be applied in
’s can be checked
power-flow calculations: RLC of different
in difconcurrently by many computers; on the other hand,
ferent island systems can also be calculated by concurrent computers. For large-scale power network, we even may perform
Phase-3 only on the backbone of power system and only check
RLC for the transmission lines with high voltage ratings.
E. Partitioning the Tasks in Solving SS Problem
In practical operation, in order to shorten online searching
time for proper splitting strategies, it is rational to perform some
tasks before system splitting is required. For example, we can
perform some tasks periodically as preparations for potential
system splitting. So we partition all tasks in three phases into
the following three kinds.
1) offline tasks: they are performed infrequently (from once
in several days to once in several months);
2) periodic tasks: they are periodically performed only at in(the period of very short-term load foretervals of
casting);
3) online tasks: they may begin at any moment and must be
completed in several seconds.
In general, the topological characteristic of is changeless.
So SM-1 can be performed offline. As long as every two generators that have possibilities to become asynchronous are divided
into different areas, SM-2 can also be performed offline. It foland
lows that constructing
are offline tasks. Thus BP problem will be solved diare
rectly as soon as system splitting is required.
obtained from very short-term load forecasting, whose period
is about 10 min–1 h. So the OBDD vectors of
may be built at intervals of
(once very short-term load forecasting is completed). In order to build D(PBC) only at intervals
too, we have to use (14) not (15) since
and are genof

Fig. 9.

Time-based layered structure for solving SS problem.

erally impossible to know. Moreover, (17) must be replaced by
(26)
(26)
, we must calFrom (14), for every generator node
, denoted
, and
culate
. In practical operation,
build its OBDD vector
–
can concurrently be built by
computers. Hence, the total time used in building D(PBC) is
approximately equal to the longest of times for each
plus the time for forming D(PBC) by
–
.
Although building D(PBC) in this way may cost more time,
it need not be performed online and becomes periodic tasks.
Finally, building D(SSC) and D(BP), solving BP problem and
checking RLC by power-flow calculations are online tasks.
Based on the above partition of tasks, we proposed a
time-based layered structure of problem solving process, which
makes this three-phase method more practical and aims at
realizing real-time decision making and designing decision
support systems for system splitting. As shown in Fig. 9, it has
three time layers, respectively, handling the above three kinds
of tasks: offline layer, periodic layer, and online layer.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The adaptations of standard IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 118-bus
networks are used to demonstrate the performance of our
method. We select BuDDy package (v2.0) [25], which supports
all standard OBDD operations and especially many highly
efficient OBDD vector operations, to program by C++ language
on PC (Pentium IV-1.4G CPU and 256M DDRAM) according
to the above time-based layered structure.
A. Simulation Results of IEEE 30-Bus Network
and
are shown in Fig. 6. SM-2 is not used.
,
, and
. Here we only solve its BP problem. The
of each real-power generator and their new bus
generation
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TABLE I
GENERATOR DATA

TABLE II
SIMULATION TIME

Fig. 10.

Graph-model of IEEE 118-bus power network.

TABLE III
GENERATOR DATA

numbers in
is shown in Table I. All other data are standard
IEEE 30-bus data.
MW,
, and safety coefficient
.
We select
. Assume that
From Fig. 6 and (26), we selected
and
after a loss of synchronization
is caused. We determine the variable ordering of OBDDs by
the approach in Section III-C and perform simulations of three
time layers. Simulation time in each computing step is shown in
Table II.
Finally, there are a total of 252 solutions of BP problem (27
solutions are cut sets of ). Simulation results show that for a
and
, its BP problem can be quickly
graph with
solved by our OBDD-based method.

TABLE IV
TRANSMISSION LINE DATA

B. Simulation Results of IEEE 118-Bus Network
is shown in Fig. 10. We solve its SS problem. The generof each real-power generator is shown in Table III
ation
and the steady security limit (PSL) of each transmission line is
shown in Table IV. Here, we assume that PSL’s have only four
capability classes: 65, 130, 300, and 600 MW. All other data are
same as standard IEEE 118-bus data [31]. Then the SS problem
of this IEEE 118-bus network is solved by phases. We first assume that, as shown in Table V, the loss of synchronization of
generators in the same group do not happen because of their
.
tight coupling. It follows that
In fact, as discussed in Section III-E, the magnitude of
,
into,
how many groups we divided the generator nodes of
will not affect on the performance of our method because
–
can be concurrently constructed by
computers (or CPU’s). Assuming
MW and
after system splitting, it follows from (6) that
MW

TABLE V
GENERATOR GROUPS
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TABLE VI
MAPPING NODES
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TABLE VII
SIMULATION TIME

Fig. 11. Graph-model of reduced network.

If we let
, then the whole power network can be
and its characteristic as
divided into 18 areas according to
shown in Table VI. The nodes in same area are combined into
. (SM-2 is performed). The mapa new node to construct
ping relation between new and old node serial numbers is also
given in Table VI, where the new node serial numbers are set
according to the approach in Section III-C.
is shown in Fig. 11 (
and
), where the
broken lines denote the edges removed by SM-1. The size of
searching space is decreased to 2 after Phase-1. According to
the approach in Section III-C, the ordering of corresponding 26
Boolean variables is set as

Then,
can be
MW,
built based on this variable ordering. We select
and safety coefficient
. From (26), we se. Assuming that after a loss of synchronization
lected

Fig. 12.

Two proper splitting strategies.

is caused,
and
. We perform simulations of three time layers. Simulation time in each computing
step is shown in Table V. In online layer, we check RLC for the
former solutions of BP problem by power-flow calculations.
From Table VII, if we only use 1 CPU to perform the solving
process, the total online computing time for finding a proper
splitting strategy is generally less than 1 s. In this simulation
process, there are total 48 120 solutions of BP problem (21 solutions are cut sets of ). After the former 1000 solutions are
checked by power-flow calculations, 448 solutions (three solutions are cut sets of ) are given as proper splitting strategies at
last. Two proper splitting strategies are shown in Fig. 12, where
denotes the actual maximal real-power balance error
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of two islands after system splitting. In the first splitting strategy,
a cut set of is cut off; in the second splitting strategy, in order
,
,
, and
, which
to guarantee RLC, edges
do not react on system splitting, are also cut off. Of course, a
cut set splitting strategy, which generally leads to fewer transmission lines cut off, is top-priority for system splitting.
Comparing the simulation results on two networks, there is no
distinct difference in time performance. That is because the sizes
( and ) of two reduced networks are similar. Combining
the analyzes in Section III, we conclude that if we simplify
a large-scale power network to a much simpler network with
few enough nodes and edges (for example, by the computer reand
sources applied in the above simulations,
are recommended), proper splitting strategies of this large-scale
power system can be given in real-time by our OBDD-based
method. Generally, it is not difficult to obtain that simpler network by SM-1 and SM-2.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper uses an OBDD-based three-phase method to
solving SS problems of large-scale power systems. Then a
time-based layered structure of problem solving process is
proposed to make this method more efficient for large-scale
power systems, by which real-time decision-making is enabled
and decision support systems for system splitting can be
designed. Simulation results and further analyzes indicate
that this method is effective for larger-scale power systems.
Moreover, other OBDD-based algorithms and other decision
graph representations can be attempted in SS problems.
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